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The Wanjis / Wanjettes sports organization held their annual reunion
last Saturday night, with hundreds in
attendance for a night of memories,
catching up with old friends and
celebrating the bonds forged through
community sports.

It has been nearly 50 years since
the first Wanjettes Tournament in
1970. The girls’ and boys’ basketball
and baseball and softball teams has
been established years earlier, and
generations of players were represented at the reunion.

Clockwise from above left: Irene Watanabe
Miyata paid tribute to one of the founders of
the Wanjettes, Amy Miyakawa; generation of
teammates were on hand for the event; Mike
Miyashima. Sallie Kane, Chris Komai and Gay
Kurahashi share a laugh; scanning the scrapbook
are Gail Nakano, Paige Hashimoto Lizardo, Ann
Nakahira and Flora Uyeda.
At left, the night’s featured speaker, L.A.
Dodgers historian Mark Langill, recalled how
his high school typing teacher warned him that
there was little chance of succeeding in sports
... then introduced the former teacher who was
present, Reiko Ikkanda.

Left: several former Wanjis players
were on hand for the
festivities – along with
one who was represented in absentia.
At right, some of
the current Wanjettes,
team Dunkaroos
– Zoey, Stephanie,
Kylie, Yuzu, Kiana,
Lotis, Ava, Moka and
Laila.
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TENNIS

Naomi Osaka Upset by American Teen
Coco Gauff in Australian Open 3rd Round
MELBOURNE.–American
15-year-old Coco Gauff took defending champion Naomi Osaka
of Japan by surprise, beating her
in the third round of the Australian
Open on Friday.
Gauff needed just 67 minutes,
ending it on the first match point,
when the 22-year-old Osaka made
her 30th unforced error of the evening, sealing a 6-3, 6-4 victory.
“Two years ago I lost here in
the first round of the juniors, and
now I’m here,” Gauff said after
beating the former world No. 1
and the third seed.
“I just told myself, ‘One point
at a time.’ You can never tell in
this sport.”
The two previously met at last
summer’s U.S. Open, when Osaka
won 6-3, 6-0. Gauff said she had
worked hard to catch up since then
and was better prepared.

“She definitely plays faster
than most players,” she said of
Osaka. “At the U.S. Open I wasn’t
really prepared for that.”
This time it was Osaka who
was taken by surprise.
“Her serve is way better than
(when) I played her last year,”
Osaka said afterward. “You don’t
want to lose to a 15-year-old. But I
guess for me that’s a reality check.
She deserves to be here. I just have
to work harder.
“I love her but I don’t like the
feeling of losing to her.”
Although both players showed
some nerves and made plenty of
errors at the start, Osaka hit a particularly rough patch when Gauff
was serving at 3-3 in the seventh
game. Osaka hit a backhand into
the net to hand Gauff the win, and
the American followed by winPlease see Tennis, page 3
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Baseball: Blue Jays’ Yamaguchi
ready to revel in the frigid north

TORONTO, Jan. 15 Kyodo

Japanese right-hander Shun
Yamaguchi, the newest addition
to the Toronto Blue Jays’ pitching
contingent, said Wednesday that
overcoming eastern Canada’s cold
weather will be his top priority as he
competes for a rotation spot.
After being introduced by Blue
Jays general manager Ross Atkins in
a news conference at Rogers Centre,
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Baseball: Free agent Hirano hoping to continue career in majors

OSAKA, Jan. 18 Kyodo

Free agent Japanese right-hander Yoshihisa Hirano said Saturday he
is seeking to continue his career in
the majors.
The 35-year-old is still without
a contract with only a month to go
until spring training gets underway
for most clubs in February. Hirano,

